Innovations in Identity Management

The importance of identity management and governance has grown rapidly as the world has shifted towards a digital worldview. Organisations like WedaCon have found themselves ideally positioned to consult in this exciting new field. With pioneering technologies at its core, WedaCon have earned the prestigious award of Corporate Vision Magazine’s Most Innovative IAM Solutions Provider 2019 – Germany. Join us as we take a closer look at the company to find out more.

Founded in 2001, WedaCon has been talking about Identity Management before it was called Identity Management. A leader in the field, and perpetual innovator as well, WedaCon provide much needed consultancy, services and support specialising in the area of Identity and Access Management and Governance.

The history of the company has seen it following the journey of its developing specialty. When Identity Management was referred to as Meta Directory Management, WedaCon performed as a partner and technical trainer for two of the most common directory systems. In 2003 the addition of Access Management to the mix, with the development of a token-based authentication and authorisation framework for one of the largest development of a token-based authentication and authorisation frameworks. Finally, the company to the mix, with the development of a token-based authentication and authorisation framework for one of the largest companies in the world. Organisations like WedaCon have found themselves ideally positioned to consult in this exciting new field. With pioneering technologies at its core, WedaCon have earned the prestigious award of Corporate Vision Magazine’s Most Innovative IAM Solutions Provider 2019 – Germany. Join us as we take a closer look at the company to find out more.

The current trend towards Entity Relationship Management looming, the future is not one that WedaCon have stumbled into, but one it has designed. With the next step of Semantic Entity Relationship Management looming, the future not only looks bright, but incredibly clear.
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